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Abstract: Excessive mucus secretion is the most prominent feature of pseudomyxoma 
peritonei (PMP), which often leads to significant increase in abdominal circumference, 
intractable abdominal pain, progressive intestinal obstruction, abdominal organ adhesions, 
and cachexia. Excessive mucus secretion is also the main cause of death. Cytoreductive 
surgery (CRS) combined with hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) is the 
recommended treatment for PMP. However, recurrence is frequently observed even after 
CRS and HIPEC, presenting similar clinical manifestations. Mucin 2 (MUC2) is the main 
type of mucin in PMP and plays a key role in the progressive sclerosis of mucus. To 
comprehensively demonstrate the biosynthetic process and molecular features of MUC2 
and to provide new directions for the development of PMP mucolytic strategies, this review 
systematically summarizes the molecular biology of MUC2, including MUC2 gene structure, 
transcription, translation, post-translational modification, tertiary structure, and factors reg-
ulating mucus viscoelasticity. The results show that MUC2 is a highly glycosylated protein, 
with glycan accounts for 80% to 90% of the dry weight. The assembly pattern of MUC2 is 
highly complicated, presenting a bead-like filament. Salt concentration, pH, mucin concen-
tration and trefoil factor family may contribute to the increase in mucus viscoelasticity and 
sclerosis, which could be used to develop drugs to soften or even dissolve mucus in the 
future. 
Keywords: pseudomyxoma peritonei, MUC2, biological synthesis, post-translational 
modification, clinicopathologic correlation

Introduction
Pseudomyxoma peritonei (PMP) is a clinical syndrome of malignant tumors, which 
is caused by a primary mucinous tumor that breaks through the primary organ, 
following spread and implantation in the peritoneum. Typical clinical manifesta-
tions include refractory abdominal distension, intractable abdominal pain, progres-
sive intestinal obstruction, and organ adhesion,1–3 which are results of the 
continuous accumulation of mucus and mucus sclerosis. The mucus sclerosis is 
the key pathological mechanism in the development of PMP, and the main cause of 
death.4,5 Among the secreted mucins, mucin 2 (MUC2), MUC5B, and MUC5AC 
are the major components6 (Figure 1A–F), with the ratio of 2.25:1.54:1.0 in soft 
mucus, 1:1:1 in intermediate mucus, and 3:2:1 in hard mucus, respectively. 
Furthermore, MUC2 is the type of mucin with the highest positive rate detected 
by immunohistochemistry.7 Currently, dissolving mucus intraperitoneally is one of 
the promising directions to alleviate the accumulation of large amounts of mucus in 
PMP.8–10 However, the basic knowledge of molecular biology for MUC2 lacks 
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a systematic summary. Therefore, this review aims to 
summarize the biological synthesis process and structure 
of MUC2, so as to provide necessary theoretical knowl-
edge for the development of PMP mucolytic treatments.

MUC2 Gene
The MUC2 gene is located on chromosome 11p15.5 
(Chromosome 11: 1074875-1110508) (Figure 2), with 
a length of a total of 35,634 bp (NCBI reference sequence: 
NC_000011.10); the mRNA consists of 49 exons and 
a total of 16,050 bp (NCBI reference sequence: 
NM_002457.4). MUC2 is a protein-coding gene and is 
responsible for encoding MUC2. The MUC2 regulatory 
sequence is located in the GC-rich region downstream of 
the open reading frame, or in the coding sequence (CDS), 
and contains a variety of repetitive and conserved 

sequences:11,12 ① TATA box, located in −32/-25 bp 
upstream of the transcription start site; ② CACCC box, 
located in the 5ʹ-flanking sequence of MUC2 gene. The 
CACCC box may be a promoter necessary for the tran-
scription of MUC2, located in −88/-80 bp from the tran-
scription start point; ③ Sp1-like targeting sequence, 
located in the distal region of the 5ʹ-flanking sequence; 
④ The fourth promoter is located in −228/-171 bp, which 
may be related to cell-type specificity.

The factors regulating MUC2 gene expression mainly 
include three aspects:11,12 ① transcription factor or tran-
scription factor-binding sites, such as short-chain fatty 
acids, homeobox domain (Cdx), CCCTC-binding factor 
(CTCF), GATA family, and Sp1 family, and so on; ② 

DNA methylation and histone modification; ③ p53 may 
be one of the transcription factors of MUC2 gene.

Figure 1 The pathological manifestations of pseudomyxoma peritonei. (A) low-grade mucinous carcinoma peritonei (HE, ×200); (B) high-grade mucinous carcinoma 
peritonei (HE, ×200); (C) high-grade mucinous carcinoma peritonei with signet ring cells (HE, ×400); (D) MUC2 positive (IHC, ×400; MUC2, clone MRQ-18, catalog number 
ZM-0392); (E) MUC5AC positive (IHC, ×400; MUC5AC, clone MRQ-19, catalog number ZM-0395); (F) PAS staining of mucus, pink area in the left image (HE, ×200). The 
staining turned negative when incubated with salivary amylase. Unpublished data from the authors’ group.
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Biosynthesis of MUC2
Transcription and Translation
The length of MUC2 protein is 5179 aa (UniProt database, 
https://www.uniprot.org/; screening keywords, “name: muc2 
AND reviewed: yes AND organism: ‘Homo sapiens (Human) 
[9606]’”, entry identifier: Q02817). The amino acid chain can 
be divided into three parts13–16 (Figure 3): ① N-terminal, 
including four domains named D1, D2, D’, and D3. Among 
them, D1 can be further divided into four subdomains, VWD1, 
C8-1, TIL1, and E1. D2 is further divided into four subdo-
mains: VWD2, C8-2, TIL2, and E2. D’ is further divided into 
two subdomains, TIL’ and E’. D3 is further divided into four 
subdomains: VWD3, C8-3, TIL3, and E3; ② the middle 
region consists of PTS repeat sequence, CYS domain, PTS 
repeat sequence, and CYS domain from N-terminal to 
C-terminal. The PTS repeat sequence consists of 23 amino 
acid residues (PTTTPITTTTTVTPTPTPTGTQT); ③ 

C-terminal, including D4, VWB, VWC, and CK domain.

Post-Translational Modification
After translation (Figure 4A and B), the polypeptide chain is 
transported into the endoplasmic reticulum and 
N-glycosylated, following dimerization through disulfide 
bond in the CK domain of C-terminal15,17,18 (Figure 4C). 
The N-glycosylated dimer is then transported to the Golgi 
apparatus and multimerized through D domains in the 

N-terminal.15,19 MUC2 is a highly glycosylated protein, with 
the glycan content accounting for 80% to 90% of the dry 
weight.20 The types of glycosylation include 
O-glycosylation, N-glycosylation, and C-mannosylation. 
Among these, whether C-mannosylation exists in MUC2 is 
still controversial.21

N-Glycosylation
By adding N-acetylglucosamine covalently to the amide 
nitrogen of Asn in a specific sequence, Asn-X-Ser/Thr, 
N-glycosylation is performed in the rough endoplasmic 
reticulum17,22–24 (Figures 4C and 5A). The X amino acid 
can be any amino acid other than proline. There are 30 
N-glycosylation sites in the MUC2 amino acid chain 
according to UniProt database (entry identifier: Q02817), 
located in the 163th, 423th, 670th, 770th, 894th, 1139th, 
1154th, 1215th, 1230th, 1246th, 1787th, 1820th, 4339th, 
4351th, 4362th, 4373th, 4422th, 4438th, 4502th, 4616th, 
4627th, 4752th, 4787th, 4881th, 4888th, 4955th, 4970th, 
5019th, 5038th, and 5069th amino acids.

O-Glycosylation
The O-glycosylation is mainly performed in the Golgi 
apparatus (Figure 4D), with amino acids glycosylated 
mainly in the PTS repeat sequence17,25,26 (Figure 5B). It 
is reported that O-glycosylation protects mucosa by pre-
venting the mucin backbone from proteases in the gastro-
intestinal tract.27 However, the pattern of O-glycosylation 

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of MUC2 gene. MUC2 gene is located in chromosome 11p15.5.
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is complicated, and no consensus O-glycosylation amino 
acid sequence motif has been identified.17 To get a general 
view on the O-glycosylation in MUC2, we use NetOGlyc- 
4.0 (https://services.healthtech.dtu.dk/service.php? 
NetOGlyc-4.0) to predict potential O-glycosylation sites. 
The results showed that there are 1804 amino acid sites 
that may be O-glycosylated in MUC2, of which Ser 
accounted for 6.3% (113/1804) and Thr accounted for 
93.7% (1691/1804).

Structure
Three-dimensional (3D) structure of MUC2 was searched 
in the major international protein databases, including 
PDBe database (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/), PDBJ data-
base (https://pdbj.org/), and RCSB PDB database (https:// 
www.rcsb.org/). However, no 3D structure of full length of 
5179 amino acids was found, most of which are peptide 
chains of varying lengths: ① MUC2 D3 domain (6RBF), 
856–1240 aa;28 ② MUC2 21–1397 aa (7A5O, 6TM2);13 

③ MUC2 CysD1 domain (6TM6), 1300–1396 aa;13 ④ 

Tri-O-GalNAc glycosylated mucin sequence (2LHW) 
based on MUC2 glycoprotein tandem repeat sequence, 
ACE-PTTTPLK-NH2;29 ⑤ Di-O-GalNAc glycosylated 
mucin sequence based on the tandem repeat of MUC2 
glycoprotein (2LHX, 2LHY, 2LHZ), ACE-PTTTPLK- 
NH2;29 ⑥ Mono-O-GalNAc glycosylated mucin sequence 
based on tandem repeat sequence of MUC2 glycoprotein 
(2LI0, 2LI1, 2LI2), ACE-PTTTPLK-NH2;29 ⑦ Mucin 
sequence based on MUC2 glycoprotein tandem repeat 
sequence (2LHV), ACE-PTTTPLK-NH2.29

To illustrate the mechanism of MUC2 mucin polymer 
assembly, Javitt et al13,28 produced and analyzed a peptide 
chain of about 1400 amino acid residues in the head region 
of MUC2, namely the D1D2D3CysD1 domain (Figure 3). 

The assembly of the MUC2 head region presented the 
following 5 characteristics: ① MUC2 protomers 
(Figure 7A in reference 29) assemble through disulfide 
bond (Figure 7B in reference 29) to form bead-like fila-
ments (pH 5.4–6.2, 37°C). CysD1 domain plays a key role 
in the assembly of MUC2. It was hypothesized that the 
heads of two CTCK-linked polypeptides linked non- 
covalently by a reciprocal exchange of D3 assemblies 
(Figure 7C-7D in reference 29). In the last step of 
MUC2 production, the non-covalent interactions were 
released and the bead was disassembled, resulting in 
expanded polymers (Figure 7E in reference 29); ② Each 
bead in the filament consists of 8 components (Figure 6): 
a D1 domain, a D2 domain, and a cradle from the first 
MUC2; a D3 domain from the second MUC2; another D3 
domain from the third MUC2; a D1 domain, a D2 domain, 
and a cradle from the fourth MUC2; ③ The TIL1-E1 
subdomain between the D1 domain and the D2 domain 
forms a cradle structure (Figure 6). And TIL2-E2-TIL’-E’ 
between D2 and D3 forms a bridge-like structure 
(Figure 6). The arc formed by the PTS domain is con-
nected to the D3 domain; ④ Two adjacent dimers are 
connected by a disulfide bond between the D3 domains 
(C1088-C1088, C1130-C1130).28 The disulfide bond 
between two dimers is the result of the formation of bead- 
like filaments, while not a necessary condition for the 
formation of filaments. Besides, disulfide bonds may 
become more sensitive to pH. At pH=5.7, histidine/argi-
nine side-chain clusters (His1128, His1133, and Arg1166) 
are formed near the Cys1130 disulfide bond at the inter-
face of the D3 in two dimers. The pH-sensitive amino 
acids on the surface of these polymers are highly con-
served among mucins and between mucins and VWF; ⑤ 

The result of the coarse-grained simulations of the PTS- 

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of the domains in MUC2 amino acid chain.
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rich tail and dimerized carboxy termini affixed to the head 
filament scaffold showed that no topological or steric 
barriers exist for full-length MUC2 to form similar bead- 
like filament. However, due to the lack of assembly inter-
mediates of filament-like structures in mucin polymers, it 

is currently hard to compare the differences between these 
mimic structures and physiological mucin polymers.

It should be particularly emphasized that the bead-like 
filament described by Javitt et al only contains the head 
region of MUC2, not a multimer formed by the head-to- 

Figure 4 Schematic diagram of MUC2 transcription, translation, and post-translational modification. (A) MUC2 mRNA synthesis in the nucleus; (B) In the ribosome, mRNA 
is translated to form a polypeptide chain with a length of 5179 amino acid residues; (C) In the endoplasmic reticulum, the N-terminus and C-terminus of the peptide chain 
were N-glycosylated and dimerized through a disulfide bond; (D) In the Golgi apparatus, the dimerized MUC2 are further O-glycosylated and multimerized via disulfide 
bond.
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head and tail-to-tail connection of the full-length MUC2 
protein. However, this structure may represent a dense 
multimeric scaffold formed at similar pH ranges in the 
Golgi apparatus and secretory vesicles.

Factors Regulating Mucus 
Viscoelasticity
Progressive mucus sclerosis is one of the important man-
ifestations during the progression of PMP. Mucus sclero-
sis-related factors may include: ① Cellular factors: higher 
tumor cellularity or fibrous connective tissue hyperplasia; 
② Mucus factors: the increase in mucus viscoelasticity 

due to the influence of the abdominal environment. The 
factors regulating the viscoelasticity of mucus mainly 
include the following four aspects.

1. Salt concentration. Ionic strength may be one of the 
important factors affecting the viscoelasticity of mucus.20 

Under physiological conditions, due to the negative charge 
of glycoproteins and strong electrostatic repulsion at mod-
erate salt concentrations, the PTS domain of MUC5B 
forms a free coiled structure.31 Wagner et al32 demon-
strated that the viscoelasticity of MUC5AC increased as 
the salt concentration increased, which may be caused by 
affecting the salt bridge and reducing the degree of mucin 

Figure 6 The schematic diagram of the quaternary structure of the MUC2 head. Reproduced from the RCSB PDB database (https://www.rcsb.org/), PDB ID: 7A5O. Sehnal 
D, Rose AS, Koča J, Burley SK, Velankar S. Mol*: towards a common library and tools for web molecular graphics. Proceedings of the workshop on molecular graphics and 
visual analysis of molecular data. Brno, Czech Republic: Eurographics Association; 2018:29–33.30

Figure 5 Schematic diagram of N-glycosylation and O-glycosylation sites in MUC2. (A) N-glycosylation; (B) O-glycosylation.
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entanglement. The underlying mechanism could be that 
extracellular HCO3

− can better isolate intracellular Ca2+, 
which is a necessary condition for muco-edema and 
viscoelasticity.

2. pH. pH is closely related to the viscoelasticity of 
mucus.20 When pH ≥ 4, conformation of gastric mucin is 
random coil-like. When the pH < 4, it transforms into an 
anisotropic, extended conformation. At pH 2–4, mucus 
changes from a solution-like state to gel-like state as 
a result of the conformational change driven by Glu and/ 
or Asp residues (pKa≈4), the breaking of salt bridge, and 
the exposure of CYS domain.20

3. Mucin concentration. When the mucin concentration 
is high, the formed gel can maintain a weak gel state even 
under the influence of chaotropic agents, which destroy 
weak-binding effects (such as hydrogen bonds, electro-
static interactions, hydrophobic chains). When mucin con-
centration is more than 10 mg/mL, inter-mucin association 
is found. When the mucin concentration is more than 20– 
30 mg/mL, it becomes a pure viscous solution. At moder-
ate mucin concentration and low pH, mucin supplementary 
reversible interactions could increase mucus viscosity.33,34

4. Other factors. Trefoil factor family (TFF) may 
increase mucus viscosity.35 Besides, it is reported that the 
elimination of N-glycosylation could downregulate mucin 
secretion.36

The Pathophysiological Role and 
Therapeutic Significance of MUC2 
in the Progression of PMP
PMP is a malignant tumor syndrome with an indolent course. 
Clinically, intestinal obstruction and organ adhesion resulting 
from mucus progressive sclerosis are the main causes of 
death, with rare cases of organ infiltration-related death. 
Therefore, mucus progressive sclerosis is the core patholo-
gical mechanism for the development of PMP. During the 
transformation from colloid to semi-solid and finally to solid 
status, the physical and chemical composition and properties 
are greatly changed:7 ① In terms of physical properties, the 
turbidity increases by more than 270%, and the kinematic 
viscosity increases by more than 40%; ② In terms of chemi-
cal composition, the absolute amount of protein, glucose, 
lipid, sulfhydryl bond, disulfide bond, etc., in mucus is 
reduced, but the content of sialic acid increases by more 
than 230%; ③ The ratio of MUC2:MUC5B:MUC5AC is 
2.25:1.54:1.0 in soft mucus, 1:1:1 in semi-hard mucus, and 
3:2:1 in hard mucus, respectively.

According to O’connell et al,5 MUC2 contributed 
greatly to the formation of highly gelatinized mucus in 
PMP, as MUC2 is more extensively glycosylated and is 
larger in volume compared with MUC5AC under equi-
molar mass. Tumor cells are wrapped by a large amount 
of mucus, and the ratio of mucus to tumor cells can be as 
high as 1000:1, which forms a protective system for 
tumor cells:6 ① facilitate tumor cells motivity, so that 
they can get easy access to other parts of the abdominal 
cavity; ② provide a “protective cover” for tumor cells to 
prevent the immune system from attacking and the diffu-
sion of chemotherapeutic drugs; ③ provide a tumor 
microenvironment suitable for tumor growth. Clinically, 
patients ready for aggressive surgery are often found to 
have widespread tumor intraperitoneally, hard mucus, 
and severe organ adhesion, which increases the difficulty 
of the operation and the incidence of adverse events. 
Therefore, softening or even dissolving mucus before 
surgery could reduce the degree of organ adhesion to 
a certain extent and reduce the risk of surgery.

Conclusions
PMP is a kind of malignant tumor syndrome with milder 
aggressive behavior, and it often presents an indolent 
course in clinical practice. Intestinal obstruction and 
organ adhesions due to progressive mucus scleroses are 
the main causes of death. MUC2 is an important type of 
mucin in PMP, with a huge molecular weight and highly 
glycosylated amino acid side chains. Salt concentration, 
pH value, mucin concentration, and TFF family, are the 
possible factors increasing the viscosity of mucin. The 
current diagnosis and treatment strategy for PMP should 
still be based on cytoreductive surgery combined with 
hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy. The dilution, 
softening, and dissolving of mucus through the cleavage 
of O-glycosylation and mucin backbone in a more alka-
line environment is one of the promising directions to 
reduce the risk of surgery and improve the prognosis.
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